in nonrandomized studies of comparative effectiveness of medications, the prescriber may be the most important determinant of treatment assignment, yet the majority of analyses ignore the prescriber. Via Monte Carlo simulation, we evaluated the bias of 3 approaches that utilize the prescriber in analysis compared against the default approach that ignores the prescriber. prescriber preference instrumental variable (iV) analyses were unbiased when iV criteria were met, which required no clustering of unmeasured patient characteristics within prescriber. in all other scenarios, iV analyses were highly biased, and stratification on the prescriber reduced confounding bias at the patient or prescriber levels. including a prescriber random intercept in the propensity score model reversed the direction of confounding from measured patient factors and resulted in unpredictable changes in bias. therefore, we recommend caution when using the iV approach, particularly when the instrument is weak. Stratification on the prescriber may be more robust; this approach warrants additional research.
I n nonrandomized studies of comparative effectiveness of medications, the prescriber may be the most important determinant of treatment assignment, 1 yet the majority of analyses ignore the prescriber. if the prescriber influences the choice of therapy, but has no other association with patient outcomes, then the prescriber meets the requirements of a valid instrumental variable (iV). 2 in this case, an iV analysis utilizing prescriber treatment preference as the instrument can yield an unbiased estimate of a homogeneous treatment effect, even in the presence of unmeasured confounding. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] However, iV estimates can be very imprecise, especially when the iV-exposure association is weak, 14 and the iV assumptions for prescriber preference may be questionable in routine care.
if iV assumptions are violated, the prescriber may instead be a confounder or a surrogate for confounders of the exposure-outcome association; recent work has suggested several potential strategies for accounting for confounding in multilevel data. [15] [16] [17] Stratifying the analysis on prescriber would mimic the analysis of randomized trials, where randomization is often stratified on centers. including a random intercept for prescriber in the propensity score model that predicts the probability of treatment given measured covariates 18 could also remove confounding associated with the prescriber. However, if iV criteria are met, these approaches may worsen balance on unmeasured factors associated with treatment choice 19 and amplify residual bias. [20] [21] [22] in addition, with few patients per prescriber, stratification may be impossible, and random effects models may perform poorly. 23 the objective of this study was to evaluate the relative bias of analytic approaches that utilize the prescriber across a range of plausible causal structures and to compare these approaches with the usual practice of ignoring the prescriber.
METHODS
We simulated data based on the causal diagram shown in figure 1 such that the number of patients per prescriber varied across prescribers (details in eAppendix; http://links. lww.com/eDe/A869). the primary association of interest is the causal effect of drug choice on patient outcomes, specified as a homogeneous risk ratio (rr). We considered 13 simulation scenarios, which varied the true causal structure, the strength of correlation in treatment choice within prescribers, the average number of patients per prescriber, and the study size (table) . treatment effect is confounded by patient characteristics in all scenarios and by the prescriber characteristic in scenarios 6-7, although we assume throughout that it is unobserved. We reran each scenario 4 times, varying the true treatment effect (rr = 1.0 or 0.37) and the presence of unmeasured patient characteristics, for a total of 52 unique simulation settings with 1000 datasets each.
in each simulated dataset, we estimated treatment effects using 5 potential analysis approaches: (1) the crude rr, (2) ordinary propensity score matching using measured covariates (PS 1 ), (3) matching on a propensity score that included measured covariates and a prescriber random intercept (PS 2 ), (4) matching within prescriber on PS 1 , and (5) iV analysis that adjusts for measured variables and uses the "last prescription" iV, defined as the treatment for the most recent prior patient within prescriber. 24, 25 for simplicity, we utilized 1-to-1 matching with a caliper in the propensity score analyses, but in practice, investigators may prefer other methods that retain more patients in the analysis. in all analyses, we focus on estimating the same estimand, the homogenous rr.
RESULTS
figure 2 presents the bias of the log-rr estimates across varying causal structures with a null treatment effect. As expected, when instrument criteria were met, the iV analysis was approximately unbiased. When the instrument was confounded at the patient or prescriber level, the iV analyses were biased. Conversely, stratification on prescriber increased bias slightly when iV criteria were met and patient-level confounders were unmeasured, but reduced bias when iV criteria were not met or when all patient-level factors were measured. Matching on PS 2 , which included the prescriber random intercept, moved treatment effect estimates downward from the default propensity score analysis, which sometimes reduced bias and sometimes increased it. results with varying treatment effect, study size, or strength of prescriber preference were similar (eAppendix, efigures 1-3; http://links.lww.com/ eDe/A869).
to shed light on the mechanisms of observed bias, figure 3 presents balance on patient and prescriber factors across exposure or iV groups. results are reported for all variables, even though 1 patient risk factor, C 2 , and the prescriber characteristic, Z, were "unobserved" in these settings and would not in practice be available for diagnostics. Matching on PS 1 , whether stratified on prescriber or not, created balance on measured patient factors. However, stratification on prescriber additionally balanced the prescriber characteristic. Matching on PS 2 similarly removed imbalance on the prescriber characteristic, but it reversed the direction of imbalance on measured patient characteristics. the magnitude of this imbalance was greater in scenarios with few patients per prescriber (scenarios 9 and 12, shown in efigures 5 and 6; http://links.lww. com/eDe/A869). Both stratification on prescriber and inclusion of the prescriber in the propensity score model increased imbalance on unmeasured patient factors when prescriber characteristics were not associated with patient characteristics (scenarios 1, 2, and 6) and decreased imbalance when true prescriber treatment preference was associated with patient characteristics (scenarios 4 and 7).
Balance across groups defined by instrument status was identical for both measured and unmeasured patient factors because these factors were simulated to have identical associations with exposure, outcome, and prescriber characteristics. thus, balance on the measured patient covariate correctly indicated that the iV criteria were met in scenarios 1 and 2, but it missed a violation of iV criteria in scenario 6 because confounding of the iV was due to prescriber factors rather than patient factors. in scenarios 5-7, the iV reduced imbalance on both measured and unmeasured patient characteristics but still resulted in increased bias over the crude analysis, demonstrating the well-known bias amplification. 5
DISCUSSION
We evaluated 3 approaches for incorporating information on the prescribing physician in comparative effectiveness studies of medications. We focused on the case of a homogeneous treatment effect so that the estimand of interest was identical in each analytic approach. if treatment effects are heterogeneous, these approaches would estimate treatment effect in different populations (see Swanson and Hernán 26 the values of γ, θ, and β z control the association between the binary prescriber characteristic (Z i ) and patient characteristics, prescriber preference, and patient outcomes, respectively. the value of σ 2 determines the heterogeneity in preference (P i ) across prescribers. m and n are the numbers of prescribers and patients, respectively. and Stürmer et al 27 for overviews), and the choice of analytic approach may depend in part on the population of interest.
We found that stratifying on prescriber reduced bias in all simulation settings considered except those with unmeasured patient-level confounders and a valid prescriber preference instrument. these results are consistent with prior research that suggested that controlling for an iV could increase bias due to unmeasured patient characteristics. 20, 22, 28, 29 in our study, stratification on prescriber was achieved through 1-to-1 matching, which removed many patients from analysis and led to highly variable estimates. in practice, more research is needed to evaluate methods for conditioning on the prescriber that retain more patients in the analysis. other analytic approaches, including those that do not utilize the propensity score for covariate adjustment, would be expected to similarly benefit from stratification on the prescriber. However, all stratification methods may result in large estimator variance in studies with few patients per prescriber on average or with very strong clustering of treatments within prescriber.
Matching on the propensity score that included a prescriber random intercept reversed the direction of imbalance on measured patient confounders. in cases where measured patient characteristics confounded in the same direction (and at approximately the same magnitude) as unmeasured characteristics, this resulted in cancellation of biases, but this behavior cannot be expected in general, as shown in scenarios with all confounders measured. the reversed imbalance on measured confounders was especially large when there were on average only 2 patients per prescriber, suggesting that, as in prior research, [15] [16] [17] this effect may be eliminated when there are many patients per cluster, a scenario not commonly encountered when the clustering unit is the prescriber. Scenario IV criteria met IV criteria not met FIGURE 2. Bias of the log-RR estimates for all analysis approaches across the first 7 simulation scenarios. Results are shown for settings with a true null treatment effect. The solid line displays results from the crude, unadjusted analysis. The regular and stratified propensity score approaches each use PS 1 , which does not account for prescriber. The prescriber RE approach uses PS 2 , which includes a prescriber random intercept. FIGURE 3 . Imbalance across exposure groups and across IV groups in the first 7 simulation scenarios. The left, middle, and right panels display imbalance on C 1 , C 2 , and Z, respectively. The solid line is the crude imbalance across exposure groups before matching. Results are shown for settings where C 2 is unobserved; when C 2 is observed, balance on C 2 and C 1 is identical.
the iV approach could eliminate bias when instrument criteria were met but was badly biased when criteria were not met, as expected. in real data, investigators are unlikely to know whether or not prescriber preference is a valid iV. thus, investigators must weigh the likelihood that the iV criteria are met (or nearly met) versus the potential for bias if their assumptions are violated. in the primary simulation scenarios 1-7, the magnitude of the iV-exposure association was taken from a real study where the iV approach was used successfully, 30 but the iV approach more than tripled the bias from the default propensity score analysis in the most extreme scenario 7. When the iV-exposure association was weakened (scenarios 8 and 11), the magnitude of the iV-exposure association was taken from another real example study, and bias was worse. Conversely, the bias amplification caused by stratifying on the prescriber was generally small and was lessened when the iV-exposure association was weakened, as observed in prior work. 20 therefore, we recommend caution in using the prescriber preference iV approach, particularly if the iV-exposure association is weak. in general, the choice of analytic approach will depend on the relative magnitude of the iV-exposure association compared with the likely strength of associations between prescriber characteristics and patient characteristics or outcomes. if instrument criteria are questionable, stratifying on the prescriber or ordinary confounder adjustment ignoring the prescriber may provide estimates with the least bias.
